
Eiffel Pendant

Designed by Krøyer Sætter Lassen



Contents:

In this box you will find:
- 1 led tube bulbs
- 1 ceiling mounted Eiffel frame, 
with plated brass end details,
black wire, eu plug
- 2 adjustable ceiling attachments
- 1 Allen Key for adjusting ceiling attachments

Assembly:

Start by unpacking the Eiffel Frame. After locating and marking 
the desired celing placement of the Eiffel lamp, locate fastening 
anchors at the ends of each wire cord. These will be drilled 
directly into the ceiling. Please note exernal wall anchors may be 
nessesary depending on ceiling material.

Secondly, measure the height the eiffel fixture should be set from 
the ceiling. Using the allen key provided, adjust the anchors to 
allow the proper lenght of wire for desired height. After tightening 
the anchor so the wire is secure, begin drillling the anchor into 
the marked ceiling placement. Repeat on other side.

Holding the lamp secure, mount LED tube bulb within the bottom 
socket, from a 90° angle at the same time Never attempt to 
mount sockets one at a time. This may result in high risk of LED 
tube breaking.

After all parts are secure and mounted, turn off the power and  
wire in the Eiffel lamp. Should you like to dim the light, simply turn 
the brass cap on the left end of the piece to achieve desired light.

Eiffel Assembly Guide



Contents:

Assembly:

To dim light fixture, 
turn brass cap on 
the base to achieve 
desired light
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Waxing Untreated Metal:

Should you want to add an additional protective layer to eiffel, 
follow the below instructions on waxing metal. Note this should 
not be apllied to brass ends of the product. Take care when 
applying wax to avoid the inner socket areas.

Since wax is only a coating and doesn’t actually bind with metals, 
it must be periodically reapplied. As long as the piece is indoors, 
the wax will typically last at least a few years.

1. Use mineral spirits to clean the steel before application.
2. Using warm, clear wax, rub a thin layer over the metal with a 
soft cloth.
3. Using a clean cloth, buff out all of this dull wax with circular 
motions. 
4. When the wax has been sufficiently buffed, the dullness will be 
gone, replaced with a slight shine. The finished wax should feel 
smooth and slippery to the touch.

Eiffel Maintenance Guide



Eiffel Pendant 1000

Eiffel Pendant 500

Designed in Denmark | Produced in PRC

Dimensions : H 45  L1000 D200

Dimensions : H 45  L500 D200

Materials : Black steel frame, plated brass end details, 16. 5 W 

led tube bulb, black silicon wire, eu plug

Eiffel Pendant 500
Item No. 2106

Eiffel Pendant 1000
Item No. 2105
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